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ACGFA swings
into annual task
By Tom Grlesspr
Staff Reporter

in January or early in February, according to Eakin.

Following procedures which were
revised last quarter, the Advisory
Committee on General Fee Allocations
(ACGFA) this week begins its annual
task of sorting through funding
requests.
ACGFA will hold an organizational
meeting at 3 p.m. Friday in the Student
Court Room, Student Services Bldg.
Dr. Michael R. Ferrari, vice president
of resource planning, who played a
prominent role in revising ACGFA, will
advise the committee at that time.

"THE ORGANIZATIONS will orally
present their requests; these could take
anywhere from 15 minutes to an hour
and a half. Then a question and answer
session follows," Eakin said.
Organizations which received
general fee funds last year
automatically will receive budget
request forms, he said. In addition,
ACGF A will solicit requests from other
organizations meeting guidelines which
ACGFA is scheduled to establish next
week.
When the ACGFA process was
revised, Ferrari guaranteed that
student organizations as a whole would
receive a 15 percent increase from last
year's allocation.
Therefore,
organizations this year will be competinfi among themselves for their
shari i'l a $196,500 pool.
As always, ACGFA's recommendations are channelled through the
University president to the Board of
Truste s, which sets final funding
levels.

Chairman Richard R. Eakin, vice
provost for student affairs, said he
believes changes in the funding process
will help coordinate ACGFA's actions
with those of the administration.
"I THINK THE process will work
better to a certain extent," Eakin said.
"A single person (Ferrari) presenting
all the budgets for the Student Service
Auxiliary areas to ACGFA will leave
fewer unanswered questions."
Eakin said that Ferrari will compile
and submit budget requests for the six
largest recipients of general fees
(Health Services, the ice arena, The BG
News, non-revenue sports and athletic
administrative services. University
Union and the new student Recreation
Center).
Under the revised system, ACGFA is
Hcheduled to make preliminary
recommendations for those areas by
Feb. 21. University President Hollis A.
Moore Jr. will review the proposals
with ACGFA for possible administrative changes before forwarding them to the University Board
of Trustees for final actions.
ACGFA will determine its funding
recommendations
for
student
organizations following hearings,
which are scheduled to begin either late

EAKIN SAID the total 1978-79 general
fee iniome will depend on enrollment
levels and the size of the allocation
needed to fund the rec center,
currently under construction.
The! 25 to $30 increase in general fees
scheduled for next fall is earmarked for
the rec center, Eakin added.
This year's ACGFA undergraduate
represontatives are:
Dennis J.
Noneman, John T. Mitchell, Martin B.
Johnson, Richard A. Weibl, Jim D.
Whalen, Ann E. Shanklin and Rock E.
Ross.
Graduate student representatives
are: Fred V. Roberts and Mary Ann
Dalessio.
James A. Sullivan, associate
professor of quantitative analysis and
control has been appointed to serve as a
faculty representative.

Npwwhoto by lO"> Koyi»f

ALTHOUGH BAGGIES WERE originally designed to seal in
freshness, this student found another use for this large plastic bag.
He sealed himself Inside and careened merrily down the hill on the

Recent copyright law stiffens
penalties for illegal copying
ByCherjlGeschke
Staff Reporter

price, then multiply that trta'. by 3.5
percent

Since the new copyright law went into
effect Sunday, crackdowns can be
made concerning royalty fees, according to Howard C. Parker, chairman of the University copyright
committee.
Parker said the committee has been
gathering information about the law for
about a year.
He said the law will affect much of
the free photocopying done by students,
teachers, researchers and libraries.
The length of pieces that can be copied
without charge and the number of times
a work can be duplicated are limited.

THERE WILL be a $250 fine if
royalties are not paid, although no fines
are being assigned while negotiations
are in progress, Parker said.
Provisions for the copyright law
include the number of copies which can
be made and the works' lengths.
A teacher may copy a chapter from a

"IF YOU HAVE written something,
music or prose, you should be able to
reap the rewards," Parker said, adding
that more strictly enforced royalty fees
are the main thrust of the new law.
He said the author is responsible for
enforcing the law and pressing charges
if a violation occurs.
The section concerning music
copyrights is being negotiated, Parker
said.
A moratorium was extended until
Feb. 1 to decide how these royalties will
be paid by colleges and universities.
At least two suggestions have been
made:
-pay each of the three music unions a
10 cent fee per student;
-multiply a concert hall or stadium's
seating capacity by the highest ticket

CONSISTENT FREEZING TEMPERATURES left more than
snow on the University grounds over break. They left broken water
lines between Moseley and Williams halls. Workers are presently
repairing the breaks and Insulating around the pipes.

Financial considerations for the
University's 1978-79 academic year
budgets will be discussed by the Board
of Trustees at 10 a.m. today in the
McFall Center, Assembly Room.
In an interview yesterday, Dr.
Michael R. Ferrari, vice president of
resource planning, said the trustees
will be alerted to budget increases
sought by various interest groups.
Today, according to Ferrari, the
board will be "developing some basic
guidelines in the area of main campus
(educational) and residence
and
dining hall budgets."
The trustees are not expected to act
on budget recommendations until
March.
A related topic, University capital
improvements under construction, will
be presented to the board by its
facilities committee.
Although the committee's report will
Include updates on previously approved
projects. University President Hollis A.

book, an article from a penouical or
newspaper, a short story, essay or
poem, chart, diagram, picture or
drawing to use in a class.
Multiple copies may be made for
each pupil in a class if each copy includes a notice of copyright. But copies
may not be made of collective works,
workbooks or standardized tests. A
teacher may not repeatedly copy the
same material from term to term

without receiving permission or paying
royalty fees.
Parker said the law will encourage
more persons to buy magazine subscriptions because only five copies can
be made from each original.
Libraries are not responsible for
copies made on coin-operated machines
provided that copyright warnings are
posted nearby.

Small firm in trouble?
Students offer guidance
By Paula Winslow
Small businesses in Northwest Ohio
in financial trouble have an unusual
opportunity for counseling.
Through a $3,750 grant awarded by
the Small Business Administration
(SBA) the University management
department will sponsor a program to
evaluate local businesses in an attempt
to pinpoint their problems.
A team of three or four students and
one faculty member is assigned to each
business to be investigated.
Most
students involved are undergraduate
seniors or graduate students majoring
in economics, management, finance,
marketing or quantitative analysis and
control. Students work on the com-

Trustees will review
budget requirements

Newlphoto by G«rry Ncntvfti

golf course, showing that at least he can take Bowling Green's cold
weather in slide.

Moore Jr. said he has assigned committee members the task of researching small living unit options, not yet
approved by the Ohio Board of Regents.
"It seems unfair that we have some
fraternities and sororities with housing
provided when some are not," Moore
said. "Our present first-come, firstserve policy is defensible, although it
doesn't make everyone happy."
An update on implementation of the
ad hoc police review panel's 12
recommendations is also on today's
agenda.
According to George Postich, vice
president for operations, an administrator for the proposed Department of Campus Safety must be
selected before other recommendations
are considered.
Postich's assistant, Harold E. Smith,
said 120 persons submitted applications
for the position before the Dec. 31
deadline.

mittees as a project and receive
academic credit for their work.

"First is to provide a free service to
small businesses. Second is to let
students learn from their work," he
THE GRANT funds will pay said.
telephone,
transportation
and
The latter goal, regarded by Hahn as
materials expenses incurred in the most important, has been met with
100 per cent success, he said.
presenting findings to clients.
Many universities nationwide have
similiar programs funded by the SBA.
HAHN HAS received more than 10
This is the third year the University has requests from small businesses to be
participated in the program.
reviewed this quarter. Only five or six
Dr. Chan Hahn, associate professor of them can be accommodated.
and chairman of the management
In chosing clients, first priorities are
department, finds past successes of the given to businesses that have received
money or aid from the SBA. The SBA
program difficult to list.
"It depends on how you define suc- refers businesses to Hahn. In other
cess" he said.
cases, companies contact him directly.
Most businesses under investigation
SOME BUSINESSES were saved are in Bowling Green and Toledo, but
financially through the program while some requests have been received from
others were not. Many factors con- Sandusky, Fostoria and Defiance.
Identities of the firms being
tribute to the success rate, such as
when the business applies for help and evaluated are confidential. Small
how well advice is received.
business owners wishing to be involved
Hahn outlined the objectives of the with the program can contact the SBA
office in Cleveland or Hahn.
program as follows:

Inside the News
NEWS...The Ohio Supreme Court has agreed to hear an appeal of
University student Paul X Moody's conviction. Page 3.

SPORTS...Bowling Green basketball team lost its seventh straight
game on the road last night. Page 8.

Weather
Weather
Cloudy
High34F(lC)
Lowz»F(-«C)
•0 percent chance of snow

opinion
using the university

A new year offers a time (or resolutions.
A new quarter offers a fresh start.
Because we find ourselves with both a new year and a new quarter,
why not put some thought into how best to spend the winter quarter?
Here are some resolutions to consider:
Resolve lo use the University to the fullest. College is a limited term
and most students don't get around to discovering most of the opportunities available until there is too little time to take advantage of
them.
Consider all the clubs and entertainment activities on campus. Never
again will so many chances to learn skills, gain fellowship, enjoy the arts
and just be entertained, be available so conveniently, so cheaply, and
with so many persons of the same age group. ™
Use those opportunities, while you have the chance.
Resolve to get what you want out of your education and make the most
of every classroom situation.
Those who want more than a degree have the right to demand that
from a course and its professor. Take the extra step to draw a better
understanding from the resources.
Resolve to let the long-range goals of a diploma, career and family
take care of themselves. Stick to this quarter one day at a time and fill
that day with as much as you can. You may be surprised how much more
can be accomplished if you concentrate on the present.
No student is going to leave a lasting impression on the University,
beyond a couple of years. How many University alumni are remembered
for what they did as students?
Rather, the University is going to leave a lasting impression on the
student. Make that impression worthwhile.

building bridges
It looks as if the Soviet Union is helping the United States solve the
problem of bureaucratic red tape.
The residents of Vulcan. W. Va.. (pop. 200). pleaded with state and
federal officials for money to rebuild a bridge that had collapsed from old
age.
After two years of waiting, the honorary mayor of the mountain town
tried to shame the bureaucrats into action by applying to the Soviet
Union for foreign aid.
It worked, but almost too well. A Manhatten-based reporter from
Moscow rushed to Vulcan and a Russian charity committee said it would
consider a donation to help build the bridge.
Suddenly, State Highway Commissioner Charles L. Miller announced
a $500,000. one-lane bridge would be built in Vulcan within a year.
Apparently President Carter has not eliminated all the bureaucratic
red tape he said he would. Perhaps he should ask the Soviet Union for
help.
It worked for Vulcan.

let's hear from you
The News welcomes reader response to editorial comment as well as opinion,
on topics of student interest, in the form of letters to the editor and guest
columns.
All correspondence should be typewritten and triple-spaced. Only those
letters and columns signed and listing the author's address and phone number
for verification will be accepted.
letters to the editor may not exceed 300 words (30 typed lines). Columns are
not to be more than 60 typed lines.
The News reserves the right to reject letters or portions of letters that are
deemed in bad taste or malicious.
Correspondence may be sent to: Editorial Editor, The BG News, 106
University Hail-

'judgment is founded on truth...'

quest columnist

thoughts of a long-term student
By Irene Ball
An open letter to parents of college
age students:
Dear father and mother, I have a
message for you.
Do not slave and economize to save
up a large sum of money to give to your
boys and girls to go to college.
Come with me through the halls of ivy
at my Alma Mater.
I will try to give you a bird's eye view
of my college days, and - it is not all
good.
I have been coming to Bowling Green
State University since 1927. No, not
continuously.
Here it is as I see it:
My first course last year was English
163. The prof said, "You don't know who
you are."
I HAD A USED copy of World
Masterpieces. On the outside a Mexican
boy had written his name. Inside, half
way through the book was this sentence, "I don't know who I am." This
same professor must have told him.
And poor Tony believed him. Tony was
crying.
I said, "Tony is a Mexican," "Yes,"
said the professor, "I know."
I told my teacher, "I am 69. I know
who I am. I am Irene. My mother was
Rosie Frances Fisher. My father was
Anthony Joseph Ball. My great grandfather Ball came here from Germany.
Don't tell me that I don't know who I
am. My mother didn't do any fooling
around."
Then the prof says, "Where are we
going?"
I said, "I don't know about you. I am
planning to go to Heaven."

SOME PRINCIPALS deal with it
very casually, just like the weekend
when a fatal accident occurred.
On the loud speaker in the morning,
these words came over the air:
"I suppose you are all aware that
Jane and Jim were killed Saturday
evening. We'll have sloppy joes and
pizza for lunch."

who I am. My mother
didn't do any fooling around.'
Now we go to my Medieval History
class. We trace the history of man from
Bible days up until the Renaissance.
The history of man is steeped in
religion. The monasteries were the
center of education. Nearly everyone
believed that God created man. There
were many Holy Wars, I'll grant you.
However, religion and belief in God as
man's creator was not questioned by
many.
Now we go to American History
class. The prof is very fiery. He said,
"You can't read. You can't think. I'll
tell you some things that are never put
in the history books that you have
read."

AND I'M SORRY.
. .I've gotten in trouble for some of my
columns.
Simon Pendergast put a fence around
my house after I wrote about his quest
to keep students off the grass.
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Key photographers tried to blackmail
me with incriminating pictures after I
wrote about the expense of senior
pictures. However, nothing developed
from it.
I was run over by a parking scooter
after suggesting that getting a parking
ticket at the University was inevitable.
The woman in the scooter then gave me
a ticket for obstructing a parking
space.
A woman in the Admissions Office
was upset that I was not able to find the
22 high school seniors who disappeared when I gave my campus tour in
the middle of the quarter. Their parents
were concerned.
MY EDITOR , Patti Thomas, hasn't
forgiven me for not including her in my
list of that for which I am thankful, and
my friend Stephanie still won't talk to
me after I wrote about her building
snowmen in a Chapman lounge, then
wondering why they weren't there the
next morning.
And the administration still is angry
that I built a fire in Moseley Hall.
The only person who didn't seem
upset with me was Ed, who dressed up
as a gorilla on Halloween. He went ape
over the column about him.
I have learned my lesson. A vivid
imagination does not belong on a
college campus. I've paid my price for
inaccuracy and deceitful writing. I've
lead people astray once too often.
THEREFORE.as a New Year's
resolution, I no longer shall intentionally misquote, mislead or
misinform in my columns. Everything I
write will be as accurate and truthful as
I am capable of, so help me First
Amendment
That I promise to everyone. Please
forgive me and trust me.
After all, have you ever had any
reason to doubt me before?
Paul Lantern It editorial editor of 'be
News.

Some persons believe that the theory
of evolution does not conflict with the
Bible. I guess I do not understand it
right.
I was brought up in a Christian home.
I was baptized without my consent. I
went through the series of sacraments
save Extreme Unction, Holy Orders,
and Matrimony.
I feel very comfortable in believing
that my Savior is awaiting me with outstretched arms to welcome me into:
"No eye has seen, what flod has
prepared for you and His angels."
AMEN AND AMEN.
Now, just a little epilogue:
They have entertainment every

"Next?

paulpourri
As we enter the new year, I have a
confession to make-1 lied.
A couple of things I wrote last
quarter...well, much of what I wrote,
actually 98 percent of what I wrote was
not entirely accurate.
It wasn't the least bit accurate, to be
honest.
I guess it's a reporter's dream to be
able to create his own story rather than
rely on what other people say, and until
last quarter, I've had to be as objective
and accurate as I could be in everything
I wrote.
However, writing those columns last
quarter presented the temptation to
escape the chains of accuracy and
objectivity, and I did.

NOW, IN CONCLUSION, let's go to
Geology class. This teacher, Dr. So and
So, has the nerve to tell these kids fresh
out of high school that he believes in
evolution. So did Darwin. They prove
their point, however.

'Don't tell me that I don't know

IN CATECHISM we learned,
Question: Who made you?
Answer: God made me.
Question: Why did God make you?
Answer: God made me to love Sim
and serve tiim and to be -happy Wth
Him forever in Heaven.
"Now see, if you don't know where
you are going, only God knows your
innermost secrets. Good luck, sir."
Then this same professor said, "It Is
getting to be now that more and more
we are dwelling on the topic of death.
Children have to live with the thought
that we all die. their grandparents die;
maybe even one or more of their
parents or a sister or brother dies while
the children are very young."

a columnist's confessions

He did as he promised. His coijue
was very enlightening.

Friday here. It begins at 2:30 and ends
at 5:30 p.m. We call it Happy Hours.
What bugs me is: I have my favorite
art class, Arts and Crafts for the
Elementary Teacher, at 2:30 to 4: J5.
I do not get out of art class untiM: 10
or 4:15. If I have my grocery cart (helps
me walk in a hurry and I carry my
books, purse, art supplies, etc.) I can
get to the Falcon's Nest for about fortyfive minutes of fun and dancing.
It is good that I have such a short
time for Happy Hours. This time I
danced the last two dances. We danced
the Mashed Potato, the Bump and what
not. It is only animal antics. In fact, an
animal could do better.
When I write home about it they will
say, "Yes, we heard about it. We had
hoped." said my little grandson, "that
you. Grandma Ball, would not go up
there and make a complete fool of
yourself. What happened to your
vericose veins, your arthritis, and your
high blood pressure?"
A fool never quits and a quitter never
wins.
This episode is very true, all of it It
has been written all in fun. College life
is not all bad. My name is Ball and I'm
having a ball. I am only 69.
Irene Ball, a University student, off
and on, since 1927, is a creative writing
major with several grandchildren.

it

guest columnist

somewhere over the rainbow...
"There's no place like home, there's
no place like home... Where am I?"
Wow, what a dream! I never want to
live that experience again. That's the
last time I mix beer and tacos. Here, let
me relate my dream to you...
It all started when I was walking
along a road in my hometown. The next
thing I know, a cyclone picks me up and
deposits me in a place far away. Like
wow man-it was far out!

scooter and all the time she was giving
me these traffic tickets-I don't even
own a car!
WE WERE SO high though, we paid
no attention to her and just sang and
danced all the way to BG. The best time
was when we "crashed" in the poppy
field and got totally blown out of our
minds.

I didn't make a very good entrance. I
landed on an old, ugly meter maid and
killed her-yet, I didn't mean to.
Then, this beautiful chick in the
sexiest uniform I've ever seen comes
up to me and makes me a hero just
because I killed the old bag. Get thisthis beautiful chick was a meter maid,
too. We don't have metermaids like
her where I live.
IT TURNS OUT I was in a place
called farmerland and they had a bunch
of little people running around called
farmkins. It was worse than pink
elephants. Immediately I knew I had to
get out of there-it was such a "bad
trip." So, this hip chick tells me I should
go to the land of BG and see the allpowerful Bursar of BG to take care of
getting me home...
On the way, these three cool
characters befriended me. One was a
straw salesman who needed some
bread. Another was a metal-worker
who needed some sex, and the third was
a long-hair who needed some drugs. I
was hip to their problems, so I
suggested they come to see the Bursar
with me. They were pretty hip to the
idea.
I forgot to mention the old SOB that
was after us. I guess I killed her sister
back In the farmerland and she wasn't
too keen on that accident. The whole
way she followed us in this flying blue

Well, we finally got to BG and you
wouldn't believe the pad the Bursar
had. It's a regular power tower. We
finally got permission to see him after
waiting in line for what seemed like
forever. I was so scared-I lost my .a—
as soon as I walked in the door.
Now, you wouldn't believe this guy.
We walked into the room and there's
this big throne sitting there with burning tickets and bills flying all around
it. After seeing that, I came right down
from my high.
Well, the Bursar's breathing fire-he
must of just come off some great new
dope. I tried to explain to him about the
parking tickets I got and that I didn't
even own car. With that, he went into l
some incredible trip. Like man, I wish I
could have sampled some of the stuff he
was on.
My friends asked him for their bread,
sex, and drugs and if you think I was
scared-they were scared into next
week.

WELL, THIS BURSAR tells us he'll
grant our wishes if we bring back the
blue scooter of the wicked metermaid.
Well, right then I new we would havi to
rub her out to get that flying scooter.
So, off we went to the metermaid's
castle. On our way, we had the biggest
mind-blower of all. This flock of flying
pink elephants flies down on us, gives
my friends knuckle-sandwiches, and
then blows town with me with them.
Like wow, man-that was the highest
high I ever attained. Incredibly enough,
these elephants bring me back to the
metermaid's castle. I passed out as
soon as I came down.
Thank goodness my friends came
after me. I was even happier when they
pulled out the dope they bought on the
way and we started smoking up. I
needed it to face that old metermaid.
Sure enough, she found us and the s—
really hit the fan. I totally lost control. I
took her ticket-writing pen and just
started squirting ink at her. Then she
"got small"-and we tooled away in her
scooter.
Well, the Birsar was true to his word
after we got on his case. He took care of
my tickets, gave the straw-salesman
his financial aid, gave the metalworker the phone number of an Arco
station in Toledo, and gave the longhair some drugs; but, told him to keep
it hush-hush.
Well, I still had to get home, when
who should show up but that hip metermaid who started me off in the first
place. She gave me the best dope I ever
had before, and that when I reached my
.highest high, I should repeat the words,
"There's no place like home, there's no
place like home..."
Tim Anderson is a student at the
University.
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Stolen pot puts sheriff in bad spot

the past year for lack of funds.
Appearing with the speaker at a news
conference. Shoemaker said he will be
sending questionnaires to the troubled
districts early next week in which he
will seek information on what caused
their financial problems. He said he
expects to begin hearings the following
week, and that school officials in those
districts also will be called to testify.
Shoemaker said his activities "very
definitely" will include a review of
school curricula and a look at charges
that the legislature has been mandating
certain programs in the school without
providing a means to fund them.
He also said his committee will seek
to determine whether some districts, on
their own, have established overly
broad curricula, including "frill"
courses and programs, which helped
put them on the financial rocks. "If a
school is closing while still teaching
Chinese, we will want to look at that,"
the chairman said.
Riffe asked the House Ways and
Means Committee to begin hearings
next week on a major constitutional
amendment under which Ohio's
traditionally heavy reliance on local
property taxes to fund schools would be
shifted to the state income tax.

will fail unless revised
Senate Minority Leader Howard
Baker, saying he cannot support the
Panama Canal treaty as now written,
predicted yesterday in Panama City,
Panama, that the Senate will reject the
pact unless revisions are made.
However, Baker-who holds a crucial
vote on the treaty-said the pact could
win not only his vote but enough
bipartisan support for approval if
"understandings" were made to clarify
certain provisions on the canal's future
defenses.
The treaty needs a two-thirds
majority to win ratification.
Baker conceded that the Panama
pact is a "dynamite issue," for the
Senate and for his own political ambitions. But he said the treaty as
drafted by negotiators for the United
States and Panama stands no chance of
ratification by the Senate.
The Tennessee Republican outlined
his position before making a day-long
tour of Panama with Gen. Omar
Torrijos, the Panamanian leader who
invited him here as part of a personal
public relations effort to win
congressional backing for the canal
pact
Asked whether U.S. officials had
encouraged Torrijos' invitation, Baker
replied, "maybe."
Baker, who is seeking re-election in
197B and is widely seen as having White
House ambitions, says that when he
finally decides how to vote on the
treaty, he will try to take as many other
senators with him as he can.
Thus it was an eagerly awaited
declaration from. Baker, who has been
under intense pressure from many
members of his own party to make a
choice on the treaty, as well as from
anti-treaty forces who have made him a
special target in Tennessee.

Youngstown threatened
by possible mill shutdown
Local politicians expressed shock and
outrage yesterday at prospects of
further steel mill closings in the hardhit Youngstown area.
But a leader of a coalition of
clergymen trying to save steel jobs, and
a steelworkers' union official both said
they did not believe economic disaster
was around the corner.
The industrialized Mahoning Valley
was jolted yesterday by reports that
U.S. Steel would not spend any more
money to avert the eventual closing of
its Ohio Works and McDonald Works,
with a combined employment of 6,000.
The nation's largest steel company
emphasized that it has no plans at this
time to close the mills. But the threat of
a shutdown added to the problems
hanging over the Mahoning Valley.
In September, the Lykes Corp., which
owns the Youngstown Sheet & Tube Co.,
announced a massive retrenchment at
its Campbell Works, costing 5,000 jobs.
"The sudden, total and complete
frustration is too much to bear," said
Youngstown Mayor J. Phillip Richley,
who was inaugurated Tuesday and had
promised efforts to revive the sagging
economy.
McDonald Mayor Thomas Laskovac
said, "I am dismayed and shocked."
But Stephen Leskovjansky, president
of the 2,468-member Local 1330 of the
United Steelworkers of America at the
Ohio Works, said "I'm very optimistic
the Ohio Works will stay open. I think
we'll be working."

Committees to probe into
school funding problems
Three House committees will get to
work next week on an examination of
Ohio's increasingly serious school
funding problems. House Speaker
Vernal G. Riffe Jr., D-New Boston, said
yesterday in Columbus.
Although declining to call the rush of
activity an investigation - Riffe termed
it "a study" the speaker made it clear
he wants a close look at management
practices in local school districts as
they relate to an unprecedented 200
percent increase in state aid to
education since 1971.
Riffe assigned House Finance
Chairman Myrl H. Shoemaker, DBoumeville, and his panel to the task of
examining the more than 50 school
districts which either have had to close
or come on the verge of closing within

ABORTION
$150.00
TOLL FREE

Council tables sidewalk plans
By Dennis J. Sadowskl
Managing Editor

Just outside the Monroe County, Fla., sheriff's office, thieves cut the lock on a truck and
stole 10 bales of marijuana.
The marijuana was supposed to be under armed guard but apparently wasn't when the
theft occurred Tuesday, deputies in Key West said.
"This is my embarrassment for the New Year," Sheriff William A. Freeman said "What
can 1 say? There's nothing much to say."
Freeman said auxiliary deputy Mitchell Major, on duty when the theft occurred, would be
questioned.
The marijuana was seized Nov. 23 by Key West police officers who surprised six men as
they transferred the marijuana from one truck to another.
Freeman said the marijuana was being kept at the sheriff's office because it can't dispose
of the pot without a judge's order.

Baker says canal treaty

Assessments may be charged

City Council has tabled a
resolution authorizing the
city's consulting engineers to
prepare plans for installing
sidewalks on South College
Drive between Sixth Street
and Napoleon Road.

Douglas Valentine said that
area residents already are
faced with assessments for
the recently completed Ward
2 improvement project.
Further assessments for
sidewalks would place an
unnecessary burden on
property owners, according
to Valentine.

The motion to table came
at Tuesday's meeting after
real estate developer

Valentine said he is not
against the project but added
that he would like it delayed

Ohio Supreme Court
grants Moody hearing
The Ohio Supreme Court recently agreed to grant a
hearing on the Paul X Moody case after a request was filed
by Sheldon S. Wittenberg, Moody's attorney.
The court made its decision Dec. 9. No date has been set
for the hearing.
INFORMATION FROM the Sixth District Court of Appeals
in Toledo revealed that the request for the Supreme Court
hearing was submitted after the district court upheld the
original verdict and sentence handed down by the Wood
County Court of Common Pleas.

until the city decides on
other plans for the area.
IN
THE FUTURE,
Valentine said, the city may
decide to install curbs along
South College Drive and the
sidewalks then would have to
be removed and reconstructed.
Valentine suggested that a
hearing be held on the
matter.
The proposal to construct
the sidewalks was made by
representatives of the
Student Government
Association who indicated
that persons, particularly
students, walking in the area
must walk in the street when
snow and rain make the soft
shoulders
nearly
impassable.
Wesley K. Hoffman,
municipal
administrator,
said that before a hearing
can be held, engineers must
determine the cost of the

ACCORDING TO earlier press releases, a motion for a new
trial in the common pleas court was filed on grounds of
several technical errors on the part of the court and
University Police.
The common pleas court denied the motion and the case
was taken to the appellate court in Toledo.
Wittenberg said he could not comment on the cage because
it is pending a hearing. He also refused to reveal the grounds
on which the hearing was requested.

"I FEEL THAT I'm not
against this (construction)
happening in the future,"
Vplentine said. "We are
opposed to it at the present
time."
Council voted to table the
resolution until a hearing is
held on the matter.
An ordinance concerning
compensation for employees
injured was passed by
council.
The ordinance repeals two
earlier ordinances dealing

with injury compenaation.
The ordinance entitles
employee* to compenaation
baaed on a 40-hour wort
week ;» 52-hour week for fire
fighters) up to 60 days unless
the disability is of a nature
where additional recovery
time is needed.
if the Ohio Bureau of
Workmen's Compenaation
denies any claim a* not
being sustained in the course
of employment, disability
pay will be considered sick
pay under the ordinance.
Ordinances
receiving
second readings included
one authorizing Mayor Alvin
L. Perkins to enter Into a
contract with the county
commissioners for use of the
county jail.
The agreement calls for
the city to pay the county
112.50 a day for each
prisoner committed by
municipal court.

Registration materials for these test are available in 320
Student Services Bldg.

American College Test
American College Tes 1

Jan. 19
Mar. 6

Feb. 11
April 1

Report in by
8:30 a.m. at:
210 Math-Sciences
210 MaUvSciences

Graduate Management
Admissions Test

Jan. 6

Jan. 28

220 Math-Sciences

Graduate Management
Admissions Test

Feb. 24

Mar. 18

220 Math-Sciences

Graduate Record Exam
Graduate Record Exam

Jan. 25
Mar. 22

Feb. 25
April 22

220 MaUvSciences
220 MaUvSciences

National Teachers' Exam

Jan. 26

Feb. 18

224 MaUvSciences

Medical School Admissions
Test
Cooperative English Test

Mar. 30

April 15

220 MaUvSciences

Feb. 1

Feb. 14

220 MaUvSciences

Name of Test
Moody was found guilty in that court Oct. 1, 1976.
for
attempted rape of a former University student in spring, 1976.
Moody was sentenced to three to 15 years in the Ohio State
Reformatory in Mansfield, but was released on $5,000 bond
with his case pending an appeal in the district court.

sidewalk so property owners
will know what assessments
they may have to pay.
According to Valentine,
most
persons
whose
property would abut the
pfbposed sidewalk are
against construction if they
are to be assessed for the
improvement He said he
went door-to-door asking
residents' opinions.

Registration Deadline

Testing Date

When it comes
to student health
expense protection,
we wrote the book.
t>

Are you sure your college student is covered against serious Illness or accident'
Most family health care plans cover dependent children only until age 19 For
those who are no longer covered, we otter a low-cost, comprehensive College Student Plan
that's available for any full-time student at any accredited college
This plan covers hospital care, even intensive care or emergency room treatment,
plus outpatient diagnostic services.
It covers all customary ana reasonable physicians' lees
tor surgical and medical services In addition, it includes a
Maior Medical plan which pays up to $250,000 in event of
serious illness or injury
Be sure your student is protected Complete the coupon
below and mail it for highlights of the book we wrote
Blue Cross of Northwest Ohio, Ohio Medical Indemnity, Inc.
3737 Sylvania Avenue, P.O. Box 943, Toledo, Ohio 43656
Please send more information on your College Student Plan
Name

|>»»**l*<A»*»Ma»*»%»V»»%A*«*V>»V»l*>%*a^Al»»SArVMMM<aVYM*

Student's age

Number and Street.

DELTA TAU DELTA

City

9 a.m.-lO p.m.

.State.

.Zip.

Name of College-

1-800-438-8113

I
I

City

.State.

DO NOT SEND MONEY
Thousands of Topics
Send lor vour UD to date 160
paoe. ma>i order catalog Enclose
SI OO lo cover poiuoe and
IMndlrng.
RESEARCH ASSISTANCE. INC.
11322 IDAHO AVE .# 206
LOS ANGELES. CALir 90025
(213) 477 8474
Our research paperi are tod lor
research purposes onl,

Thursday

7:30

Blue Cross.

All Interested Men
Welcome!

ATA

l»n«Ms DIV *0»p.MI brill

Blue Shield,

across from
Harshman Quad.

iVVWwv*»VS>VVW»«»V\»Wv««'W*»N«**»%>V»V*,

BLUE CROSS OF NORTHWEST OHIO. OHIO MEDICAL INDEMNITY. INC
3737 SYLVANIA AVENUE • P O BOX 943 • TOLEDO. OHIO 43656
DISTRICT OFFICES Bowtmg Graan • Dafianca • Ftimont • Sandushy • Tiffin
•Raflista'ad Mirks Blua Cross Association
■nttgisftfrt S«rvic« Mafks of ttia National Association of Biua Shiald Plans

Alpha Sipa Phi
"We're Still The One9

RUSH!

Thursday,
Jan. 5th - 9th and 11th
7:30-9:30
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Woottar

D
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ABOUT COLLEGE STUDENT HEALTH EXPENSE PROTECTION
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GREAT NEWS for all
Bowling Green students!
I ^l We Kroger folks are so proud of our clean stores,
L^|f quality fine foods and everyday low prices that we want you to enjoy it too! Now is the time to discover Kroger for yourself—We
really do want your business'

We
ADVERTISED ITEM POLICY

(aeh ol tha*» «d(»'M*d «HM > *nii'i»« rO "» '»«d«!| ■■aiiarxf toR'ogv •two ••c«p< a* tp*c>f>c*iif nwa m i«>* ao >' •»• ao >u« out
IHtd ■!•«•». »• •'!! 0*'»' (Ou yow' CftOKO 0* • comparable ilftm •."•»
-alractmg tn» iimaia.mgv o' *r."cr.r ■ft* ■ ' I» rOyi In H
•(hiiinO norm «i "•• *d.*'i.'#<i pnn win."

fe.s«/e we can $av»

*«* Mini-M«e

y°« money

/»«'cosf of food
e want fo |>rove WPVI *k L

TOTAL SATISFACTION GUARANTEE

7ius
food
our offer:

w

iMTfMwg »ou r>Jp ii Hrpgei .s quaraniavO to- ,o.n ion
0* mumlniuin II (CM. a-n noi wtn'-od "rogr" - — | <
l»m» D'anfl or . com pa* at] I* ■W*"0 O* r*lu"0 yOu< pW'Ctlt*nV

y-&4
«£PV

V

in

your choice, just for shopping
V Kroger the next 11 weeks! It's almost
Munbelievable, but it's true! Please
tlip coupon!

w»»

Lopynqht 'y'f i i»e Ktoger to
Quantity Riqhl', Reserved

MINI MIZER

and

SPECIAL COUPON

Prices and items effective at
Bowling Green
Kroger store JDnly!

I Offer limited to one coupon per tamilv end due
| to the terrific value o' this offer Senior Citizens
nust meet the purchase requirements

D

•/No purchase required. Have Checker punch Itere

Punch—with purchase of MO.00 or more in food."

USE it for a smoked
or canned HAM!

Punch—with purchase of '10.00 or more in food."
Punch—with purchase of '10.00 or more in food."*

%

Punch—with purchase of '10.00 or more in food."

FREE TURKEY
or choice!

of Y°

V*

APPRECIATION
CERTIFICATE

Punch—with purchase of '10.00 or more in food."
Punch—with purchase of '10.00 or more in food."
Punch—wi'h pu'chase of '10.00 or more in food."

When all 11 spacesare
Punched after required
I purchases are made at
Bowling Green Kroger
Store only—one each
week Jan. 3 thru Mai.
19. 1978.

Punch—with purchase of '10.00 or more in food." *
Punch—with purchase of '10.00 or more in food. * *
Punch—with purchase of '10.00 or more in food."
WEEK 12 —Redeem your '10.00 Appreciation Certificate any day ol the
12th week-March 20 thru March 26. 1978.
to be used like cash loi an/purchase e.cept beer
Eicludinq beer wine and cigarettes.

V

Restock your
cupboard with
these super
Back-to-School

ciqarettei

WHIP S

v

\NO

V k

i

>

Coupon Necessary!
U.S.D.A. Choice

;1'1U;K
STEAK
Pound

Frozen-13-oz Pkq

12-o? Bag

I0MYS
Buy

FRITOS
Corn Chips

Get 1

Bu, One, Get One Fre,

Kroger—103<«-oz. Can

Kroger—26- oz. Bo«

TOMATO
SOUP

TABLE
SALT

1

rBuTOne. Get One Free

V

cT,KU'Chaseo,One4.q
"roqer Black Peppp
unit i H
o«. Plea

Limit 2 Cans Please1

Mipeuoiden

BANANAS

^

5

Orange Juice

8-.,..
07. carlo.i
Dortnon
v„. .v,,.,^„,„u„

1 Yogurt
1

PLANT*

LiltleDebbie

no/. IZ Bars

3/$]00 Nutty Bars

69*

2c $I WIENERS

49°

fr^Cc^nN^eW
U.S. No. 1 Gold Crown

•7:1 ,[•
POTATOES
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New computer to keep up with county
By Louie Levy
Harold R. Bateson is
bringing Wood County into
the computer age.
For about the last six
years, Bateson, Wood
County auditor, has been
directing the county toward
the gradual implementation
of a unified computer
system.
According to
Bateson, such a system is
needed because of the
county's rapid growth and
expansion.
The computer system is
one step closer to reality
now.
Wood County has
leased a Data General
Eclipse C-330 computer from
the Cole layer Trumble
Corp- of Dayton. It replaces

According to Bateson, the
Eclipse will be able to handle
all the auditor's and
treasurer's records. He said
that the county commissioners, engineer, board
of elections and courts have
indicated that they might be
interested in using the
computer in the future.

a smaller Data General
Nova 830 computer.
THE NOVA was used by
the county auditor and
treasurer for two years to
keep track of 55,000 parcels
of land In Wood County for
tax purposes. The computer,
stored in the courthouse, also
handled billing and the
distribution of funds.
Before the Nova was installed in 1975, the county
used a batch
system.
Bateson explained that
under this system the county
utilized a computer not
located in the city.
Entries were made on
maintenance cards and
mailed to a computer center
in Dayton. Printouts were
sent back to the city.

computer had two disc
drives which could store 50
million characters.
Bateson said the new
computer could be expanded
to store 1.5 billion characters
if the need arose.
Offices using the Eclipse
have eight terminals for
entering and retrieving
information
from the
computer. As more county
offices use the computer,
eight to 12 terminals could be
added.

"THE ECLIPSE should be
able to handle the needs of
the county for quite some
time," Bateson said.
The capacity of the Eclipse
is more than adequate to
handle the extra workload,
he said. Initially the Eclipse
will have one disc drive
which can store up to 96
million characters of Information.
The older

WOOD COUNTY has a
five-year contract for the
Eclipse. Bateson explained
that the amount of the lease
is based on monthly charges
for the computer and its
usage.

Faculty Senate debates summer plan
While students were
returning to classes through
slush and snow Tuesday,
Faculty Senate was busy
discussing what form the
University's summer session
will take.
The senate met to discuss
the report of the Committee
on
Summer
Sessions
Assignments (CSSA), an
eight-member group created
in the fall to investigate
faculty complaints about last
summer's session, including
the "floating" or "flexible"
Day contracts, based on an
instructor's
class
enrollments.
REPRESENTATIVES of
the Senate Executive
Committee, the summer
deans and the CSSA spoke on
the problems of former
summer sessions.
Allen N. Kepke, associate
dean of the College of Arts
and Sciences, pleaded for a
group or office to be "finally
accountable for developing
and implementing policy for
the summer sessions." He

said the summer policy
issues have been "cussed
and discussed" in many
faculty and administrative
areas.
Dr. David Newman,
senate chairman, after the
meeting said the faculty
also was upset about last
summer's
minimum
enrollments for classes, the
inadequate number of
"programatic"
courses
(those necessary for a
particular major) and the

He said that rapid advances
in
computer
technology have made
computer leasing a better
deal for the county than
direct ownership.
A heavy workload forced
the auditor's office to switch
to computers in 1972,
Bateson said.
"In each of the last seven
years, the legislature has
required the auditor's office
to do more," he said. "Inthe
long run, labor costs more
than mechanization."
There are 21 employees in
the auditor's office. Bateson
claimed that without the
computer his payroll would
be much larger and the office's efficiencj would be
lessened.

SGA targets projects
for winter completion
By Jamie Plerman
Staff Reporter
The Student Government Association
(SGA) will be spending most of its time
this quarter completing projectS|it began
last quarter, according to SGA President
Bob Wolfe.
"There've been literally hundreds of
SGA projects in the past that have been
incomplete," Wolfe said.
SGA ALREADY HAS completed its
snow removal project which will employ 75
students to remove snow from University
grounds before classes.
The snow removal plan has not yet been
used, Wolfe said, adding, "To tell you the
truth, I hope we never have to try it out.
An SGA petition seeking support for oncampus mailboxes for off-campus
students resulted in 1,600 signatures-short
of the 2,000 signature goal. The petition
and a preliminary design were presented

For your dance or exercise classes
yA"^ Can also be worn with

vice provost for faculty
affairs, yesterday said
flexible contracts "were not
accepted well and will
probably not be used again."

requirement that departmerits decide on course
offerings before they
determine student interest.
DR. SHELDON Halpern,

l*fV

^ ^^k
JnM k

The News is looking for an ambitious
person to cover women's sports this

106 University Hall.
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Cushioned Exercise
Slippers (S-M-L)
5.00
(Asst. Colors)

The Powder Puff
525 U- Ri<*3e

□EXERCISE fitness *
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a
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D
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CO-ED

7th and
High
..
„
Bowling Green,
_

Phone:

352*3778

78 NEW YEARS

"Fitness is Forever, sc
moke Life Worth
llvingl"

SALE

Hours:
mon.-Fri. - v am-lO pm

^ _ „ am to 4 prn
Sun - 1 pm to 4 pmr> »o»»)

20th CENTURY

wom»ocv*^mon w^.Fn oIOi2

A LONG TIME AGO IN A GALAXY FAR, FAR
AWAY, AN INCREDIBLE ADVENTURE TOOK
PLACE-ORIGINAL SOUNDTRACK COMPOSED
AND CONDUCTED BY JOHN WILLIAMS,
PERFORMED BY THE LONDON
SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA.

»o

MODEL OPEN
NOON TIL 4:30 P.M. WEEKDAYS

CAMPUS
MANOR
APARTMENTS
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BEHIND DINO'S PIZZA PUB
NEXT TO STERLING MILK & DORSE Y DRUG
NOW REUTING FOR SUMMER & FALL SCHOOL YEAR OF 1978
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STAR WARS

OPENINGS FOR 1-4 STUDENTS
ToFil 4 People Apts. (Fa I School Year)
Special Sur rnerRat'S<2: BEDROOM (1 4) Students Summer Quarter
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Matching Tights
(sizes S-M-L)
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3RD
BIG
WEEK!

Tank Top

Open till 9:00 Tues. Eve.

£352-3771
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8.00

Long Sleeve
8.50
(sizes S-M-L) to 10.50

Two Quarters for the price of One!
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NOW

Shortsleeve

accepted today at the BG News office,

$4900 for Group of 5
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Danskin
Leotards

quarter. Applications are being

LIMITED OFFER
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NIGHT I
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to University President Hollta A. Moore
Jr. who authorized a feasibility study.
IN SGA'S proposal, the mailboxes will
be located in an enclosed area in the
causeway between University and Moseley halls.
According to Wolfe, SGA will continue to
lobby City Council to construct sidewalks
on South College Drive from Sixth Street to
Napoleon Road.
SGA also will be trying to get state
subsidies for the swimming pools in the
new Student Recreation Center. According to Wolfe, state money can be obtained
because the pools will be used for classes.
SGA also is preparing its general fee
request for the Advisory Committee on
General Fee Allocations (ACGFA). The
request, which will be made later' this
quarter, will be "very conservative," Wolfe
said, adding that "we rely on human
resources rather than monetary resources."

13 GOOD REASONS FOR LIVING AT CAMPUS MANOR
•New - Modern - Furnished - Cable T.V.
•2 min. Walk to Campus
•5 min. Walk to Downtown
•25 business establishments at your front door
•Entrance doors secured at all times
•large freezer for additional food savings
•Intercom between apartments A entrance
•Free parking at your front door
•Gas barbeque grill for the gourmet cook
•No car required, save on gas, parking A operating cost
•No long walks on those xero winter days in mud A slush
•Well lighted streets between apts., campus and shopping areas
•Friendly Helpful landords

2 RECORD SET ONLY... $6.94

$4 44

POP 7.98 LIST LP'S NOW ONLY...

...PLUS THOUSANDS MORE
AT THESE SAME

FOR THE CREAM OF THE CROP
GO CAMPUSMANOR

LOW PRICES

FROMS277 PER PERSON PER QUARTER
ALL UTILITIES INCLUDED EXCEPT
ELECTRIC (HEAT. A C. HOT WATER BY GAS)

TOMORROW'S MUSIC
AT YESTERDAY'S PRICES

^
MODEL OPEN NOON TILL 4:30 P.M. WEEKDAYS

*N .*&*
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Local Briefs

Where Thrifty Shopping is a Pleasure''

Finance workshop

r

Great Scot

August Ralston, chairman of the finance and insurance
department, will conduct a workshop on the basics of
investing at 7:30 p.m. Jan. 10 at the Center for Continued
teaming, 194 S. Main St.
Among topics to be discussed are dividends, interest,
real estate, life insurance and how to read the financial
pages.
Fee to attend the workshop is $3 and advance
registration is requested. For more information or to
register, contact the Center for Continued teaming.

FMfNOlY FOOD STORES

PRICES GOOD THROUGH JAN 8 19/8
Wl RESERVE QUANTITY RIGHTS!

WELCOME
BACK TO
B.G.S.U.

Voice recital

R.A. applications

Virginia Starr, associate professor of music performance studies, will present a voice recital at 8 p.m.
Sunday in the Recital Hall of the College of Musical Arts.
The program will include Schubert songs and numbers
with an obligato provided by flutist David Melle and
violinist Paul Makara. Elizabeth Can- will accompany
Starr on piano.
The recital is free and open to the public.

Applications for persons interested in becoming
resident advisers next year are available at all information sessions within all residence halls. Contact
Fact Line, the Office of Residence Life or a residence hall
main desk for the time and place of the meetings.

Winter workshop
YMCA Storer Camps, 10 miles southeast of Jackson,
Mich., will be the site for a Winter Outdoor Education
Workshop sponsored by the Michigan Environmental
Education Association and YMCA Storer Camps' Outdoor
Education Center Jan. 20-22.
Emphasis for the workshop is on how any school
grounds can become a resource to teach environmentally
oriented curricula.
Workshops will be offered in "Energy and the Outdoors," "Mini-Climates " and "Birds Out Your Window."
For further information, contact Greg McKee at 1-(419)243-1172 or l-(517)-536-8608.

SMI-A-PUtt
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POP
ML
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Campus Calendar Is a dally listing of events (meetings,
leclures and entertainment), provided as a service to readers.
Unless otherwise noted, the events are free and open to the
public. To submit a listing, Campus Calendar forms are
available at the News office. 106 University Hall, 372-2003.
There is no charge for these listings.

FACIAL TISSUE

PUFFS
cr.

urn

^m am ^^

BUACH
49
01.

SERVICESOFFER-=D
Men & women. 2 for 1 sale.
Two quarters for thepriceof I,
Co ed exercise, sauna, swim,
whirlpool etc. Limited time
offer group of 5. 149.00 each.
Group rates extremely low.
Call 32 3778 7th & High St.
Membership good until June
15th.
Applications
for
Resident
Advisors are now available at
information sessions within all
residence halls. Contact fact
line, the Office of Residence
Life, or your residence hall
main desk for times and
places.
PERSONALS
Dirty City Sound-Throwing a
party this quarter? Phone 352
2494 Maury and compare
prices on tunes.
Rush Party at the Sigma Nu
Frat. Friday, Jan. 6 at 8pm
with the lovely DZ.
Roses to Sharon Tweed for
being inducted info the
educational honorary Kappa
Delta Pi. Your Alpha Delt
sisters are proud of you!
Sandy
Wettling Hapy
21st
Birthday! Enioy! Peggy, Amy
and Sue

GAL.

Jewelry Box welcomes all
their friends back. We've got
hoop earings, birthstone

urn
rt£ttf

KITCHEN CREATIONS!
SWIFT PREMIUM

HYGRAOE SLICED

HARD SALAMI
GENOA SALAMI

R"if„"ilE'l
™"««
;s;$|99
oN| OQc
REG.

ECRRICH

FLECHTNER'S CHUNK

KVTnu BRAUNSCHWEIGER
HONEY LOAF L|VER SAJISAG[

$-199

COc

Deadline for returning applications, which are
available at the Office of Admissions, McFall Center, is S
p.m. today.
For more information, call 372-2086.

FRESH SLICED BOILED HAM

THURSDAY
Meetings
Contract bridge lesson registration all day, UAO office, third
floor. Union. ClassesbeginJan.il. Student lee is S9 for eight
lessons.
Undergraduate Alumni Association 7:30 p.m.. Alumni
Center

necklaces & lots of new items.
352 E. Wooster.
Circulation Manager Needed
Immediately. No experience
necessary-Must
have car.
Apply 106 Univ. Hall.
SAE Rush Tonlght-At 7:00 pm
Make this a worthwhile
evening. Come meet the Men
of SAE. and you just may get
something out of It. Sigma
Alpha Epsilon A degree In
friendship...
COME MEET THE MEN OF
SAE. RUSH TONIGHT AT
7:00PM. WE DON'T GET
PLEDGES,
WE
MAKE
FRIENDS.
Happy Belated Birthday Nog,
Rabbit, V.W., Kay Chancellor.
Jean Jackie, Nude Nellie,
P.P., Frosty, Watch, Rugs,
Black. Summer, Liberated
Lady, and LISA BARHORST!
Love, C.V., J.H., and PR. P.S.
Gotcha Back I
The Big Brothers 8, Little
Sisters of EEE want to
congratulate Beth & Tony &
Hon a, Herb on their TRI-Cep
engagement.
WANTED
1 F. to sub lease upstairs of
house. Spring Quarter. Call
3526882

1 F rmmte Spring qtr. 352
3058.
Apt. for sublease, winter &
spring qtrs , call Greg, 243 1948
or Steve 3520886. Available
now.
1 F. rmmte. needed Immediately. Piedmont Apts.
Call 35? 8981.
1 rmmte. needed for wtr. &
Spring. 352 6142.
M. rmmte. needed now. Haven

House. 353-7965.
$90 a month F. rmmte. needed.
utii. not Included. Close to
campus. Wntr. & Spring, qtrs.
352-2430.
___^
1 F. rmmte. $85 a month Close
to campus, or 1 F. rmmte. $75
a month. Call 352 6209.
HILP WANTED
Pt. time help. Evenings &
nights. Knickerbocker. 3525335
COUNSELORS:
CAMP
WAZIYATAH FOR GIRLS,
HARRISON,
MAINE.
OPENINGS: Tennis (varsity
or skilled players); Swimming
(WSI), Boating, Canoeing,
Sailing; Waterskilng: Gymnastics;
Archery;
Team
Sports;
Arts &
Crafts;
Pioneering
8.
Trips.
Photography for Yearbook;

——
Secretary; Registered Nur».
Season: June 26 to August 21.
Write (enclose details at to
your skills, interests, etc.)
Director, Box 153, Great Neck,
N.Y. 11022. Telephone: 516-4*24323.
Some people say It's the worst
iobin BG. That's why we have
to guarantee $4.00 an hour
($3.00 an hour plus commision
8. trips). If you're money
motivated 8. don't mind the
hassle of snowy weather & wet
feet, stop at Domino's Pizza
for a driver's application
today. If you can work nights &
weekends, have your own car
& Insurance, are 18 yrs. old,
don't mind meals on the runwe want to talk to you. Come In
& talk to John or Greg at
Domino's Pizza. 1616 E.
Wooster, from 4:30 to midnight
FPU SALE
Complete Aquarium set-up. 10
gal.. 18 gal. & 20gal. tank. Call
3526400.
Go to work car. 1970 Plymouth
Satelite. Call 352 7940.
FOR RENT
Effec. apt. for sublet Immed.
occupancy. $160 a month,
through Sept. 352 4291.

STADIUM

Owwa Ul ( THURSDAY NITE AT
FRIDAY-SATURDAY

MIDNIGHT
MOVIES
FOR ADULTS
MX OFFICIOPtNS 11:45 P.M.

SHOWTIME 12:10 AM.
Mtat

LB.

112.00 LI

A REPEAT OF
ASEU-OOT!

Applications for two Harold "Andy" Anderson
scholarships still are available to University students who
are permanent residents of Wood or Lucas Counties.
The $315 scholarships, named in honor of the former
University coach, athletic director and teacher are cosponsored by the Greater Toledo Chapter of the
University Alumni Association and Charles Share, an
alumnus.
Selection will be based on financial need and acadeini.
achievement and will be announced at halftime o' 'hi
BGSU - University of Toledo basketball game Saturday.

Classifieds

200

oniwiiw

Scholarships

Campus Calendar

a
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Senior Meetings
The Career Planning and Placement Services Office
will conduct Senior Meetings and seminars next week to
assist graduating seniors in finding employment.
Senior Meetings will be held at 6:30 p.m. Monday and
H):30 a.m. Tuesday in the Forum, Student Services Bldg.
Placement manuals will be distributed and general information discussed.
Seminars will be held at 10:30 a.m. and 6:30 p.m.
Wednesday and Thursday in the Forum, Student Services
Bldg. The seminars will discuss resume writing and interviewing techniques.

MR. BOJANGLES
TRADE A BUFFALO
FOR A BEER

u. '2"

GREAT SCOT'S FAMOUS
APPLE-PEACH-STRAWBERRY
WALNUT-BLUEBERRY-PECAN

%

COFFEE CAKES

BIG EYE

FRESH BAKED

SWISS
CHEESE

99
LI.

ITALIAN

&
LOAF
*»»-«mii>i iiM.

1616 E. WOOSTER ST.

BOWLING GREEN
7 A.M. • MIDNIGHT DAILY
10 A.M.-8 P.M. SUNDAY

Great Scot
fMNDir FOOD STORES

THIS MOVIE IS HATED X.
ADMITTANCE TO PERSONS
10 AND OVER ONLY I
POSITIVE ID. REQUIRED.

893 S. MAIN
SPECIALS EVERY NITE
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Four Falcon teams see action over break
During the final days of fall quarter, two gymnastic meets
were cancelled as was a hockey and women's basketball
game.
OF THE TEAMS that did play, the wrestling and hockey
teams fared quite well.
Although it was only a wide-open exhibition in Toledo, the
wrestlers did edge Akron, 20-19, in a dual meet. Tom Mitchell
(142), Dave Iberra (150) and Bob Clark (190) placed second at
Toledo to add to IJles' (118) and Stokes' (150) efforts.

By Steve Sadler
Assistant Sports Editor

Heavy snow towards the tail end of finals week buried a
few events for Bowling Green athletic teams, but hockey,
wrestling and the men's and women's basketball teams saw
action.
First-place finishes by Jay Liles and panny Stokes led the
Falcon wrestlers to a third-place spot in the Toledo Open,
while the hockey team finished second at the Cornell Tournament and the men's basketball team stumbled to six
The hockey team whipped Dartmouth, 5-2, in the first
straight laaes.
round of the Cornell tourney, and then dropped a 5-3 decision
The womtn cagers were beaten by Detroit on Dec. 29,72-51. to the host school to finish second. John Markell got his

secondjiat trick of the season in the loss to Cornell.
The basketball team was the most active, and also the least
successful.
THE FALCON CAGERS dropped predictable losses to
defending national champion Marquette (86-54), Indiana, the
1976 champion, (89-54) and to the NCAA's top defensive team
in the nation last year, Princeton (67-41).
Not so predictable losses came from Rollins College and
Stetson in the Tangerine Bowl Tournament.
Rollins beat the Falcons in overtime, 76-73. after BG led
almost the entire game. Stetson then dusted the Falcons in

the consolation game, 78-66. The highlight of that tourney
was that Joe Faine scored 21 and 20 points to make the alltourney team.
Against Marquette, senior center, Ron Hammye was the
game's leading scorer with 20 points. Against Indiana,
Han^iiye came up two short of an Indiana Tournament
record when he hauled down 13 rebounds.
The Falcons wrapped up their Florida trip with a 88-79 loss
to South Florida, despite junior Duane Gray's 27 points, the
highest output from a Bowling Green player this season.
The cagers, after winning two of its first three, have now
dropped seven straight games and stand 2-8.

Billy Martin starts out '78 by punishing Nolan Ryan
Offhand, you can't think of a better way for Billy Martin to
bring 1977 to a close than to promise Nolan Ryan that he is out
of the All-Star Game in'78.
Of course, there is no assurance at this point that Mr. Ryan
will qualify for the game. But even if he does, Billy has
declared him out, a punishment for having rejected Martin's
invitation last July.
As you will recall, Ryan, with ample credentials, had been
bypassed the first time around. Finally, invited as a substitute, he announced he would spend the All-Star break at
the beach, intimating he had as much professional pride as
the next guy.
Since Martin will be managing the American League team
again next summer, he is giving Ryan plenty of time to make
his reservations at the seashore.
WITH THIS MATCHLESS stroke of prejudice, making a
farce of the integrity supposedly attendant to All-Star
selecting, and bound to stir all kinds of hell in the hierarchy of
baseball, Billy is interjecting a fragment of life to an
otherwise dull year for him.
Not much happened to Martin in '77, which is to say, his
firing wasn't hinted more than six times. With each cursory
check, Billy was in a meeting with George Steinbrenner, who
was telling the world that Martin's future rested in the hands
ofGabePaul.

Melvin
Durslag
When Billy wasn't meeting with Steinbrenner, he was
engaged in conference with Mickey Rivers, bringing to the
same room the two ablest minds in American industry.
There always seemed to be a compelling reason for Rivers
to meet with Martin They would discuss matters of such
imminent concern as whether Mickey should throw to the
cutoff man, or hustle to first.
Not satisfied that Billy was his intellectual equal, Rivers on
several occasions demanded to be traded.
THEN MARTIN HAD to be separated in the dugout from
Reggie Jackson, whom he had accused of loafing. And he
had to put out fires between Jackson and Thurman Munson,
after which he had to extinguish one between himself and
Ken Holtzman, hard-pressed to understand why his manager
wouldn't pitch him.
Catfish Hunter also questioned the pitching philosophy of
Martin, and when the Yanks arrived in the playoffs with
Kansas City, Billy won the heart of the Royals with the ad-

The 3Ti Hews
Robbie Botsford
Enrie Varrichio
Brian Campbell
Matt Wielinski
Dave Rudolph
Drew Forhan

Mam
Phil Kozer

Jim Fetheroff

FROM THAT POINT until the end of the World Series, life
with Billy was quiet, if you want to overlook what happened
THEN MIKE TORREZ, playing without a contract, con- between him and Ed Figueroa.
fided he was talking to other clubs, including Boston, the
Informed he wouldn't be used in the sixth game, Figueroa
arch-enemy of New York.
responded as anyone would during a championship. He
Inspired, in the second game, to start Catfish Hunter, made a reservation for Puerto Rico.
Martin took a bad beating, but the experience was not
Persuaded to cancel his flight, he finally showed up for the
without redemptive features, because of the valuable words game, stating he was so endeared of the Yankees and their
he received from Jackson.
manager that he wanted to be traded to California, Texas, or
Boston.
The outfielder told him he shouldn't have pitched Hunter,
With this scholarly preface, you can see why Martin, exposed to a life of such monastic quiet during the season, was
in need of an exciting caper to close out the year.
And what better choice than a proclamation that Nolan
Ryan not even plan on making the All-Star team in '78.
A specialist in consultation, Reggie Jackson may advise
Ryan how to beat this boycott. All he need do is get traded to
the National League.

rPisarjello's
rTZZG 203 N MAIN
SIZES 10" 12" 14" 16"

Apply at
106 University Hall.
(BG News Office)

Information Night
f Thursday, Jan. 5th
7-9 p.m.

Submarines
Sun. ■ Thurs.
Fri. & Sat.

Sandwiches
4:30 p.m. to 1 a.m.
4:30 p.m. to 2 a.m.

FREE DELIVERY
$1.70 Minimum
352-5166

Circulation Manager
Needed For

Must Have Transportation.

The BG News

Silver Smithing Supplies

No Experience

Cheapest in Wood Co.

Necessary.

Bar Silver 16 gauge $10.95
Casting Shot an oz. $6.75

in the Ohio Suite,
Third Floor Union

Apply at

Full line of All Supplies

A brief description of each
committee will be given.

106 University Hall.

jewelry bo:
Must Have Car.

325 E. Wooster
Bowling Green, Ohio

Applications will be taken

in Wooster Bazaar
across from Union 76

open 10-5 Mon-Sat.

WELCOME BACK

STUDENTS

t-IMiCL LiLlslLL L^blLlLLL

Newly Stocked with Domestic
and
Imported Beer & Wines

cordially invite all men interested in
the Greek system to attend the
following rwsh parties:

PARTY FOODS
COKE

SPECIAL! SPRITE
TAB

1 32 oz.

3

A A* P|o,tax

WW^S deposit

Now Under New Management

WOOSTER WENE SHOP
425 E. Wooster
'Just Across The Tracks'
MOOOOC

Tonight
Jan.10
Jan. 12
Jan. 17

D
D
D

□

D
B
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and a grateful Martin replied that Jackson could kiss him in a
place where Reggie normally doesn't like to smooch.
This called for another meeting, this time between Martin
and Jackson, and the two emerged, explaining their minds
were now in full concurrence.
In other words, it would remain Martin's prerogative in the
future to request kisses, but the locations would be in the
option of Jackson.

A pixza never hod it so good

NEEDS YOU
as a
Toledo and Findlay
Advertising
Salesperson.

Jim McNerney
Seamas Markey
Dave Kaiser
John Woods
Kerry Wargo
Bill Bartone
Tim Sheehan
"fjeolfFedurek
Mike Eckels
Rabin Wolfe

vice he gave his second baseman, Willie Randolph. Said
Martin:
"When a runner gives you a football block las Hal McRae
had given Willie), you put the ball in your hand and you jam it
into his teeth."
The American Dental Association applauded, appreciating
this stratagem infinately more than Mr. McRae.
Well, coming into the World Series, Munson announced he
wanted to be traded to Cleveland and Rivers announced he
wanted to be traded to anyone.

"INTHEUON'SDEN"
"CABARET'
"WARM-UP"
"SAE AFTER DARK"

SAE
Hous.

Rodgers
Parlies begin
at 7:00 P.M.

SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON - more than an education
It'* a degree In friendship

FOX'S DEN
PRESENTS

LOCO WEED
THURS., FRI., SAT.
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Cagers
lose to
Miami
News Special
OXFORD, Ohio - MidAmerican
Conference
favorite Miami manhandled
Bowling Green, 85-66, last
night to stay unbeaten in
league play.
The Redskins, defending
co-champions with Central
Michigan,
completely
dominated the game from
the start, rushing out to an
early 13-2 lead.
The Falcon cagers, who
never led in the game,
tightened the score to 17-15
behind Duane Gray's hot
hand but then Miami scored
eight straight points and was
never threatened again.
BG, now 2-8 and losers of
seven straight road games,
was paced by Gray, who hit
nine of 20 field goals and two
of three free throws for 20
points.
George Marshall
came off the bench to score
14 points, his career high at
BG.
The winners shot 57 percent from the field on 38 of 67
shots, compared to the
Falcons' poor 36 percent
accuracy on 27 of 75 attempts.
BG, however,
canned 12 of 13 shots from
the charity stripe for 92
percent Miami hit nine of 15
free throws for 60 percent.
The Falcons try to end
their losing streak Saturday
night in Anderson Arena by
hosting arch-rival Toledo in
a league game. The contest
will begin at 8, preceeded by
the Bowling Green-Toledo
women's basketball game,
which begins at 5.

Holiday sports stops
started in Cincinnati
By Terry Goodman
Sports Editor
It all started from Bowling Green's tiny Greyhound bus
station Dec. 9, when the 5:20 p.m. to Cincinnati left at midnight.
The following is not a diary. It's more of a "Holiday
Update." I'm no Chevy Chase, but I'd still like to share a few
experiences with you:
From snowbound Bowling Green to icy Cincinnati, the first
sports stop was frozen Riverfront Stadium, where four inches
of ice had to be chipped off the astroturf to enable the
hometown Bengals to entertain Pittsburgh.
What ice couldn't be chipped was treated with a special
chemical formula which melted it Cincinnati's Jim LeClair
fell into a puddle of the solution in the third quarter, stood up
and froze amidst artic temperatures.
LeClair then suffered from frostbite of the back.

(AP Lascrphoto)

l)( il ill.!■' COVERED - Marquette's Jerome Whitehead (54) is covered by Bowling
Green's Mike Huebner (34) and Ron Hammye (35) as he goes to the basket for a
dunk shot Saturday night In Milwaukee. Watching the action is Joe Falne 124).
Whitehead made the shot and was fouled on the play.
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FINAL LIQUIDATION
SALE
"Think ahead, buy NOW/"
Everything will be Sold
Below Wholesale Pricing
New Jeans $7°°

00

Men's Shirts $5

Intramural cage
signups are now
Intramural basketball begins Jan 16. and team entries are
available now at the IM Office, 201 Memorial Hall.
Resident hall and fraternity athletic chairmen also have
entry forms, which are due Jan. 10.
Students interested in officiating intramural basketball for
$2.30 an hour should contact the IM Office. A special rules
clinic will be held Jan. 12 at 4 p.m. in 202 Memorial Hall.

Women's Tops $5-8 Jewelry 50% Off

"Final Days For Student Shopping"

FINAL SALE
LOCATED IN SCHOOLKIDS RECORDS

This Weekend Only
DON'T MISS THESE BARGAINS

: SANDBOX WEST I
: Located in SchoolKids:

OTHER NOTES: Independent hockey signups are now
underway and students can obtain entry forms from athletic
chairmen or at the IM Office. The deadline is also Jan. 10...
IM curlers will have from 7-10 p.m. Jan. 10 and 12 to practice
and organize teams at the Ice Arena. leagues will be formed
for fraternities, independents and coed teams. Entries will
be available from the intramural supervisor at the Ice Arena
and at the IM Office.
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Just a
laundry,
it ain't.

UP IN THE PRESS box, I was suffering from frostbite of
everything else. You see, usually they roll out the red carpet
in a professional football press box, but these were unusual
circumstances.
Pipes broke and flooded the box 24 hours before the game.
So, it was cold up there. And to make matters worse, Bengal
management allowed many non-working media to liven-up
things.
An official told me, "They're from a lot of small radio
stations from the Cincinnati area."
I called them "Working Fans." They cheered louder for
the Bengals than did the 36,133 in the stands. And they went
home happy because the homesters won, 17-10.
Steeler Coach Chuck Noll had reason to be unhappy with
what had occurred. Although his team ended up making the
playoffs because the Bengals lost their finale at Houston, he
broke his left elbow the night before by slipping on the ice
while walking to a restaurant
Noll tried to get a ride, but Cincinnati bus drivers were
currently on strike.
THAT WAS, MORE or less, the start of a wild finish in the
NFL. Miami, New England and Houston were three of the
hottest teams down the stretch and none of them made the
playoffs.
I took another bus north, towards my homestead near
Cleveland, only to find out that Browns' Coach Forrest Gregg
was forced to resign. Dick Modzelewski took over for a final
loss at Seattle, and just recently, Sam Rutigliano, a wide
receiver coach at New Orleans, was hired to take over.
Cincinnati was preparing to flop in Houston and a contact
of mine said the floundering Detroit Lions had made a pitch
to obtain Washington Coach George Allen.
From football, my next assignment for a newspaper in
Elyria was to cover pro basketball in Cleveland. On Dec. 18,
former Bowling Green great Nate Thurmond had his number
42 retired on the Richfield Coliseum floor (painted on) after
playing just l' •„■ years in a Cav uniform.
Incidentally, the main Associated Press photo was of
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Thurmond holding up a plaque of his old BG jersey. It was
presented to him during the halftime ceremony by Don
Cunningham, an associate athletic director here.
After a drawn-out presentation, the Cavaliers beat Golden
State. Four days later, they beat New York as Walt Frazier
scored his 15.0O0th career point to help beat his former
mates. Cleveland beat Buffalo on Christmas before heading
into a tailspin, which was started by Pistol Pete Maravich
who scored 42 points to lead New Orleans' close triumph.
MARAVICH TOLD ME "Our offense is never geared to
Pete Maravich, regardless of what everyone believes."
What The Pistol preaches is true, except when all the marbles are down in the game's waning seconds. At that stage,
the Jazz would just assume that Pete decided matters.
Football came back to wrap up the break. First, the
Denver and Dallas victories on New Year's Day. Than, all of
the bowl upsets on Jan. 2. That prompted my first-ever
resolution: Never try to pick bowl winners again.
I was 0 for 4, and many others didn't fare much better. The
only winners, besides Arkansas, Alabama, Notre Dame and
Washington, were the bookies. They made a bundle.
And that brings us back to Bowling Green. After
guaranteeing a good friend a ride back to this metropolis, I
remembered about one hour and 50 minutes after I had
already departed. Since it's a two-hour drive, I had traveled
too far to turn back. (Sorry, Steve)
Not too much happened here. The snow melted. That's
about it.
The hockey and basketball teams were the only two Falcon
outfits that were really active.
RON MASON'S ICERS, reportedly, are playing well after
beating York here Dec. 10 and finishing second in a holiday
tournament, beating Dartmouth, 5-2, and losing to Cornell, 53. The team, entering an important Central Collegiate
Hockey Association home set with Ohio State this weekend, is
12-5 overall and ranked .sixth in the nation. In the league, the
hockey team is second with a 3-1 record, and in excellent
shape. Northern Michigan, the first-place team, has played
four more league games than BG.
John Weinert's cagers are taking their lumps on the road,
sixth straight not including the result of last night's MidAmerican Conference battle in Oxford against leaguefavorite Miami. Things aren't going to be much easier at
Anderson Arena Saturday night against Toledo, who along
with the Redskins, should be ranked among the nation's top
25 teams. But the Falcons do have the home court edge,
which should keep things close.
It's very possible that both hockey games and the
basketball game this weekend could be sellouts. It look* like
a good way to start off 1978.

Big 'home' weekend
Students who don't have too much work to do after just four
days of winter quarter will find plenty of sporting options this
weekend.
There are nine scheduled Bowling Green athletic events
and they're all on campus.
Heading the list are the two-game hockey series at the Ice
Arena against rival Ohio State and a basketball game against
neighboring Toledo.
There are tickets available for those events, but it's very
possible that all three could be sellouts. But don't fret. Many
other sporting events here could keep you busy:

TOMORROW
Men's Swimming: Against Ohio University at the
Natatorium, 7 p.m.
Hockey: Against Ohio State at the Ice Arena, 7:30 p.m.
SATURDAY
Synchronized Swimming: Bowling Green Invitational, 8 a.m.
Gymnastics: Against Ohio State at the Women's Gym, I p. m.
Wrestling: Against Miami at Anderson Arena, 1:30 p.m.
Hockey: Against Ohio State at the Ice Arena, 2 p.m.
Women's Basketball: Against Toledo at Anderson Arena, 5
p.m.
Men's Basketball: Against Toledo at Anderson Arena, 8 p.m.
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GX THETA CHI RUSH 0X
in the Cardinal Room in the Union
TONIGHT 7:30
get acquainted with the advantages
of off-campus Fraternity Life

We know.
A visit to the laundry
is NOT the high point
of your week.
We've got a partial
solution. Choose a
laundry with a clean,
bright, cheerful interior. A place that
has plenty of wellmaintained washers
and dryers.

Kirk's Coin Laundry
709 S. Main St.
OPEN24HRS.
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